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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. She is an outcast among knights
Her reputation in ruins, her knighthood revoked, and her future bleak, Erielle de Gladiel would have
welcomed death as her due. Captured by pirates, she was beaten, whipped, branded a thief-and
worse-and then set adrift to die. She did not expect-or even want-to be rescued. Especially not by
the dashing blasted pirate now calling himself her husband. He is the King of Pirates His oath
satisfied and his Legacy secured, Cazien vows vengeance on all who harmed Erielle. But before he
can hunt them down, a strange visitor appears with an urgent message-a message that aligns with
prophecy Erielle has written in her sleep: The Seahorse Pirates must reach Nirista before the famed
Tournament of the Twelve . . . or hundreds of stolen children will die. Together, they are relentless
With the fate of many resting upon them, Cazien and Erielle sail to Nirista. Once there, they are
forced to follow separate paths to achieve their aims. Treacheries are uncovered and allies are
gained, but in the shadows, a hidden foe plots...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is great. I have go through and so i am confident that i will going to read through once again again in the future. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of looking at a written book.
-- Miss Vernie Schimmel-- Miss Vernie Schimmel

The book is easy in study easier to comprehend. I have study and that i am certain that i will gonna read once again once again in the foreseeable future.
Your lifestyle span will likely be transform the instant you comprehensive reading this pdf.
-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski
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